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bring a typewriter; small portable machines were not in gen-
eral use and our London office boasted none of them. A sheaf
of telegraph forms from the post-office and a short pencil was
the answer. A public house—saloon—faces the Queenstown
post-office. This was my logical office and luckily the pro-
prietor offered a small adjoining room exclusively for my use
at ten shillings in advance. In that little room I worked at in-
tervals for the next four days, printing each despatch labo-
riously by hand.
Delivery of the first message to the telegraph clerk brought a
pleasant surprise. He volunteered the information that mine
was the first press telegram so far offered. It was plain that
my rivals had not yet arrived. Thereafter I shot telegrams at
my friend the clerk fast and furiously. Between intervals of
interviewing, writing and filing, my anxious eye was ever
roving for the sight of my competitors. They were not de-
sired by any means. Each trip to the post-office was an assur-
ance. This office, I found, was the sole telegraphic avenue from
Queenstown to the outside world, and if my rivals desired to
shun it, they were welcome to do so.
The single telegraph clerk was bewildered. He had never
known such a great volume of business. The operator, work-
ing in plain view a few feet behind the clerk's counter, was
also swamped. But he pounded his key with a sort of despera-
tion. My own telegrams represented an abnormal number of
words. This situation was encouraging for me and would be
disheartening to my rivals once they arrived on the scene.
The strict rule of precedence would at least place my des-
patches before theirs, and mine would arrive minutes or even
hours earlier in the United States.
A little observation, however, proved that there was a
quicker way to beat the game. As messages were submitted to
the clerk, either by Lusitania survivors or myself, he counted

